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The Feature Pharyngeal in Rwaili Arabic:  
A Case for Long Distance Multiple Linking*  

0. Introduction. 
Rwaili is a Bedouin dialect of Arabic spoken in Northern Saudi Arabia (Prochazka 

1988) similar to those described by Al-Mozainy (1981) and Irsheid (1984). This dialect 
has a rule of Raising which raises the first of a sequence of two a's provided it is in an 
open syllable. This accounts for underlying /katab/ surfacing as [kitabJ 'he wrote.' But 
this rule has a number of exceptions which may be divided into two groups, those like 
[ga'i'ad] 'he sat' and [hafar] 'he dug' in which the target vowel precedes or follows a 
guttural consonant, and those similar to [nzalan] 'she got down' where the following 
consonant is a coronal sonorant. 

In this paper I will demonstrate that these forms are not exceptions, but are not 
predicted to undergo the dissimilatory process of Raising in accordance with the Linking 
Constraint as proposed by Hayes (1986). This analysis is dependent upon the specification 
of the vowel a as well as the group of consonants known as "gutturals" (McCarthy 1991) 
for the feature [pharyngeal]. In the [ga'i'adj group of 'exceptions,' this feature is multiply 
linked by a language specific rule to both the potential target vowel and the neighboring 
guttural. For the [nzalan] group, the two vowels are multiply linked to each other. This 
analysis depends crucially upon the proposal of coronal transparency discussed by Paradis 
and Prunet (1989, and elsewhere). I will show, however, that in Rwaili not all coronal 
consonants show transparency, only the sonorants are afforded this special status. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: in §1 the phonology and morphology are 
described with particular attention paid to the processes accounting for vowel alternations. 
Discussion of the forms not undergoing Raising is provided in §2 as well as an om line of 
the Linking Constraint and coronal transparency. In §3 Paradis and Prunet's proposal of 
coronal transparency is reevaluated and some modifications suggested. Semitic root 
cooccurrence restrictions are outlined in §4 with discussion of their apparent 
incomparability to coronal transparency. 

1. Phonology of Rwaili Arabic. 
The phonemic inventory of Rwaili contains six guttural consonants x, g, b, f, h, and ?, 

three emphatics t, tJ, and $, as well as more common segments listed in (1) below. The 
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only consonants which are both sonorant and coronal are n, r, and J. Rwaili also has the 

vowels a, i, and u and the glides y and w. 

l. Consonants of Rwaili Arabic. 
labial inicrdental dental alveolar velar uvular pharyngeal huyngcal 

slops b ~t d k g 1 

fricatives f V l5 ~ ~ s 2 X g IJ ) h 

nasals m n 

liquids r 

I.I The Morphology of Rwaili. 
The morphology of Rwaili is comprised of both affixes and nonconcatenative vowel 

alternations. Verbs consist of a consonantal root, a vocalic melody, and an optional affix 
depending on the binyan and the grammatical person. The third person masculine singular 
(3ms) form of 'to write' in the Active Perfective tense is (ldtab] from the consonantal root 
of ktb, an underlying vocalism of /a/1, and no affixes. The 3fs fonn of the same verb is 
[ktibat] from the same consonantal root and vocalism and the suffix -at. The deletion of the 
vowels as well as their alternation in quality are predictable by rules which will be 
discussed below. 

2. 	 Active Petfcr'.tive of kt h 'to \\Tite' 
singular plural 

3m kitab ktibam 
3f ktibat kciban 

2m kitabt kitabtam 
2f 	 kitabtay kitabtan 
l kitabt kitabna 

From the forms in (2) the endings in (3} can be discerned. Those suffixes which are 
vowel initial pattern together and are called vocalic endings while those which are 
consonant initial or null, as the 3ms, are called consonantal endings. This distinction 
becomes important to rules which are sensitive to syllable structure as the vocalic endings 
will cause the stem final syllable to be 'open' while the consonantal endings will not affect 
the syllabification of the stem. 

1An underlying vocalism of /a/ will appear on the surface as a Ca in accordance to McCarthy's (1981) 
analysis of Classical Arabic. 
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3. Endings for the Active Perfective. 
singular plural 

3m -p -am 
3f -at -an 

2m -t -tam 
2f -tay -tan 
1 -t -na 

There is some variation in these endings, most of which is phonological. For example, 
the final consonant in the 3mp suffix varies with w so that kc:ibam alternates with klibaw. 

However, these variations are not within the scope of this paper. Within the active 
perfective, there is variation in the vocalism which is of interest. All verbs fall into one of 
two categories with respect to the active perfective, those which lake a a as their under! ying 
vocalic melody, and those which take a i. This distinction has traditionally been denoted 
with the terms fafala and fafila, respectively. 1be verb 'to write,' ktb is of thefafala class 
while smf, 'to hear,' is afafila verb as illustrated in (4). 

4. fa'i:ala fa'i"ila 
'to write' 'to hear' 

3ms kitab simi'i: 
3fs ktibat sam'i:at 

3mp ktibam sam'i:am 
3fp ktiban sam'i"an 

2ms kitabt simi'i:t 
2fs kitabtay simil'.tay 

2mp kitabtam simil'.tam 
2fp kitabtan simi'i"tan 
ls kitabt simil'.t 
Ip kitabna simil'.na 

1.2. i Deletion. 
The fafala vs fafila distinction is most important for the process of i Deletion which is 

sensative to syllable structure and vocalic quality. This process is motivated by the i - o 
alternation seen in (4) and will be discussed later. The fa'i'ala vs fa'i'ila distinction does nor 
exist in the passive as shown in (5) below. 

5. The Passive Perfective. 
l}ml srb fzm I b s 

'to carry' 'to tie' 'to invite' 'to wear' 
!}mil srib 'i"zim Ibis 
t)imlat sirbat 'i"izmat lib sat 
l}imlaw sirbaw 
l}imlan sirban 'i'izman libsan 

The forms in (5) of the passive show no alternation in vowel quality; where the stem 
vowel surfaces, it is always i. It can be assumed, then, that the underlying vocalism is /i/. 
The distinction between forms like [!}mil] in which the first stem vowel is deleted and those 
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like fbimlatl where it is the second stem vowel that deletes, is that the former has a 
consonantal ending added where the latter has a vocalic ending added. This suggests that 
deletion is sensitive to syllable structure such that the vowel is lost in an open syllable. 

It is not true that all vowels are lost in an open syllable as evidenced by the fom1s 

[kitab] and [simi<i'l, in the active perfective. This can be explained if deletion is limited to 

the underlying vowel i since in both [bmil] and [IJimlat] the deleted vowel is i underlyingly. 
If the deletion is restricted to the vowel i, then the initial vowel in fkitab I and Isimi<i' l must 
be a underlyingly. This process, which will be called i Deletion, deletes the vowel i when 

it appears in an open syllable. This process applies from right to left since it is the 
rightmost i in an open syllable which is lost where two i's appear in open syllables in the 

same word. This is shown in the derivation of the passive /bimilat/ --> llJimlat]. Similar 
alternations are seen in (6). 

6. i Deletion and the Passive Perfective. 
stem 	 3ms 2ms 3fs gloss  

-~ -t -at  

/IJimil-/ IJmil IJmilt IJimlat 'was carried'  
/IJizim-/ IJzim IJzimt IJizmat 'was tied'  
/sirib-/ srib sribt sirbat 'was drunk'  
/1izim-/ 1zim <i'zimt <i'izmat 'was invited'  
/l)ifir-/ IJfir l)ifrat 'was dug'  
/xizin-/ xzin xiznat 'was stored'  
/libis-/ Ibis libsat 'was worn'  

Since the second stem vowel is lost in active forms like [sam1at] and !sam1an] in 

(4 & 7) where a vocalic ending is added to the stem smf, it must be i in the underlying 

representation. This is supported by the fact that where the second stem vowel does 

surface for this verb, it is i. The first stem vowel alternates from a to i, but is never 

deleted. This indicates that the vowel cannot be i underlyingly since this vowel would be 

lost in open syllables as in [simi1]. Instead, the first stem vowel must be an a 
underlyingly, and the alternation of a to i is accounted for by ,mother process which will be 
discussed below. 

7. The Active Perfective offafila Verbs. 
stem 3ms 2ms 3fa gloss 

-0 -t -at  
/sami<i'-/ simi1 simi'it sam1at 'heard'  
/sarib-/ sirib siribt sarbat 'drank'  
;1abis-/ libis libist labsat 'wore'  
/za1il-/ zi<i'il zililt za<i'lat 'became upset'  
/gadir-/ gidir gidirt 'was able to'  
/cabir-/ cibir cabrat 'became big'  
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For each form in (7), the first stem vowel is not lost because it is not Ii/ underlyingly. 
In those cases where a vocalic ending is added to the root, the second stem syllable is 
opened. Since the second stem vowel is Ii/, it is deleted in these instances. Otherwise, the 
second stem syllable remains closed so that deletion does not occur. 

I assume a model of feature organization similar to that developed in the work of 
Clements (1989, 1991), Herzallah (1990), and Hume (1992). Within this framework, 
vowels are exclusively characterized by the Vocalic node. This node dominates both V-
Place and Aperture which designate the place of articulation and height of the vowel, 
respectively. Here, [high] cores ponds to [-open] in the Clements framework. 

8. Universal Feature Geometry 

Root 

Supcrlarygeal 

[nasal] [ lateral] 
C-Place 

Vocalic 

V-Place 

Aperture 

[high] 

The vowels a, i, and u are represented in (9) where the vowel a is characterized by the 
feature [pharyngeal] beneath the V-Place node and is not specified by the feature lhigh]. 
The remaining vowels are both characterized by [high] beneath the Aperture node, and are 
distinguished by their place of articulation under V-Place. 

There are language specific redundancy rules which ensure that all dorsal vowels also 
have a labial (i.e. round) articulation, and that all pharyngeal vowels have a secondary 
coronal articulation so that they are actually pronounced [re]. These secondary articulations 
do not play a role in the phonology, and are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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9. 
a u 

I V V  

Vocalic  (V-Place 
[pharyngeal] [coronal] [dorsal] 

Aperture r 
[high] [high] 

i Deletion is formalized in (10). When a vowel characterized by the features [coronal] 
under the V-Place node and [high] under the aperture node occurs in an open syllable, the 
structure is delinked from its syllable node. This results in the loss of the vowel. This rule 
is sensitive to the absence of any following consonant linked to the same syllable node as 
the target vowel. Such a consonant would close the syllable and prevent the application of i 
Deletion. 
10. i Deletion. 

A 
a cr 

CV 

Vocalic 

V-Place 
[coronal] 

Aperture 

[high] Domain: word 

The inclusion of the following syllable within the same word in (10) is crucial to 
correctly deriving forms like [nisi] 'he forgot' and fdiri] 'he knew' from /nasi/ and /dari/ 
respectively. These forms lack a final consonant so that the final syllable, headed by i, is 
open but does not undergo i Deletion. 

Underlying a in forms like /sami'i./ does not undergo i Deletion since it is specified for 
[pharyngeal] rather than [coronal] beneath the V-Place node. The stipulation of [coronal] in 
(I 0) restricts its application to i. 
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11. Derivations. a. b. c. d. 
UR /sami1/ /sami1-at/ /himil/ /bimilat/ 

iDeletion sam1at hmil l,imlat 
a toi simi1 

'he heard' 'she heard' 'he was carried' 'she was carried' 

Some derivations are provided in (11) where i Deletion fails to apply to underlying 
/sami'i/ (Ila) since the i occurs in an closed syllable in contrast to underlying (11 b) 
/sami'i-at/ where the i appears in an open syllable and is lost. The process which changes a 
to i will be discussed below. The process of i Deletion applies in each of the two passive 
forms ( l Ic, d), each time to the rightmost open syllable. 

1.3. Coronal Spread. 
In deriving /sami'i/ --> [simi'i'] ( 1 La) an additional process is required which changes a 

to i. This process does not occur in forms like [sam'i'at] in which i Deletion has taken 
place. This pattern is seen in (12) below. 

12. a Changes to i No Change Takes Place 
3ms /sami'i'/ --> simi'i 3fs /sami'i-at/ --> sam'i'at 'hear' 
2ms /sami'i't/ --> simi'it 3mp /sami'i-am/ --> sam'i'am 
3ms /larif/ --> 'i'irif 3fs /'i'arif-at/ --> 'i'arfat 'know' 
3ms iracib/ --> ricib 3fs /racib-at/ --> racbat 'ride' 
3ms /sarib/ --> sirib 3fs /sarib at/ --> sarbat 'drink' 

This might lead one to suspect that the process involves syllable structure such that the 
process does not apply in closed syllables. This would explain its application in [simi'i] 
and non-application in [ sa m'iat]. However, this fails to explain the occurrence of the stem 
initial i in the form 'he heard him' in which the suffix -ih is added to the stem, /sami'i-ih/ 
--> [sim'iih]. In this case, a vocalic ending is added so that the second stem vowel is lost, 
closing the first syllable, but the process applies anyway. 

The crucial generalization is that the process applies whenever an i occurs to the right of 
the target a. This suggests an assimilation which spreads [coronal] from i leftward to a. 
This rule is not sensitive to syllable structure as it applies both in an open syllable, [simi'i'J, 
and a closed syllable, [sim'tih]. The process of [coronall Spread is fomialized in (13) 
below. 
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13.Coronal Spread. 
V V 

L C-Place 

Vocalic 

[coronal] 

Ihigh] 

The derivations in (13) demonstrate that Coronal Spread must be ordered after 
i Deletion since the deleted coronal vowel in [samfat] does not trigger the process, 

establishing a bleeding relationship. 

13. Derivations. 
UR /sami1/ /sami1-at/ /sami1-ih/ 

iDeletion sam1ac sam1ih  
Coronal Spread simi1 sim1ih  

So far, the vocalism for the passive has been established as /i/ and the deletion of the 

stem vowel for these forms has been accounted for by the process of i Deletion in which 
the coronal vowel is deleted in a non-final, open syllable. Similarly, the vocalic melody for 

fa'iila verbs was shown to be a i and the second stem vowel is again succeptable to i 
Deletion. The change of the inital stem vowel to i is accounted for by the process of 

Coronal Spread which raises an a when followed by an i. 

1.4. Syncope. 
In forms like [k.itab l 'he wrote,' the underlying vocalic melody cannot be /i/ since the 

second stem vowel is not deleted in forms containing a vocalic ending such as [ktibat] 'she 

wrote.' In this case, the first stem vowel is lost. If the vocalism were the same as in fa 'iila 
verbs, then the same pattern of alternations would be expected and the 3fs form would be 
*[katbat] which does not occur. 

Nor could the first stem vowel be i since this vowel is not lost in the 3ms form [k.itab ]. 

If this vowel were i in the underlying representation, it would be lost due to i Deletion 

yielding *[ktab] which is also incorrect. This leaves only the vocalism a a forfa'iala verbs. 

Positing this underlying vocalism makes the prediciton that neither vowel will be lost to i 

Deletion. However, since the first stem vowel is lost in forms to which vocalic endings are 
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added, there must be another process which deletes that vowel to derive /k.atab-at/ --> 
[k.tibat]. 

In (15) it appears that this process, Syncope, applies when a vocalic ending is suffixed 
to the root. For each form in (15.a) the vowel initial suffix opens the second stem syllable 
creating a sequence of two open syllables. In this environment, the nucleus of the first 
open syllable is lost. In (15.b), the ending is consonantal, so the syllable structure of the 
root is unaffected and no deletion takes place. 

15.a. 	 Syncope Applies 
/katab-at/ --> ktibat 3fs 
/katab-an/ --> ktiban 3fp 
/kata b-amf --> ktibam 3mp 

15.b. 	 Syncope Fails 
/katab-~/ --> kitab 3ms 
/katab-t/ --> kitabt 2ms 
/katab-na/ --> kitabna Ip 

Syncope is formalized in (16) below where in a sequence of two consecutive open 
syllables the first vowel is delinked from its syllable and thus lost to stray erasure. This 
rule is insensitive to the vowel quality of either syllable. 

16. Syncope. 
(J (J (J 

A 11  
C V C 	 V 

The third syllable stipulated in (16) to prevent the application of Syncope on fonns such 
as [nisi] 'he knew' and [misa] 'he went' which are bisyllabic. Since both syllables are 
open in these forms, Syncope would apply if the third syllable were not mentioned in the 
structural description of the rule. 

Syncope must apply after i Deletion to correctly derive forms like [simS:at] 'she heard.' 
The underlying repersentation meets the structural description of both rules since there is 
both a sequence of two, non-final open syllables, and an i in an open syllable /samiS:-at/. 
Since it is the i which is lost and not the a, it is clear that i Deletion applies. 

17. a. UR /samiS:-at/ b. UR /samiS:-at/ 
Syncope smiS:at i Deletion samfat 

i Deletion Syncope 
Coronal Spread Coronal Spread 

*[smiS:at] rsimS:at] 
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The two possible orders are given in (17) above. Where Syncope precedes i Deletion 
(17.a), the incorrect form *[smi'i'at] is derived. The derivation in (17.b) illustrates that the 
proper ordering correctly derives the surface form [sim'i'atj. 

1.5 Raising. 
The form [kitabl which is derived from /katab/ demonstrates that there is another rule of 

Raising which changes underlying a to i. The process applies in each form in (18) as well 
as /Oabab/ --> [Oibab] 'he killed' and /sakatat/ --> [skitat] 'she stopped talking' showing 
this process to be pervasive. This change cannot be attributed to Coronal Spread since 
there is no coronal vowel in the underlying representation to which the stem initial a may 
assimilate. 

18. 	 singular plural 
3m /katab/ --> kitab /katab-am/ --> ktibam 
3f /katab-at/ --> ktibat /katab-an/ --> ktiban 

2m /katab-t/ --> kitabt /katab-tam/ --> kitabtam 
2f /katab-tay/ --> kitabtay /katab- tan/ --> k1tabtan 
1 /katab-t/ -·> kitabt /katab-na/ --> kitabna 

In the form [k.itabtan] which is derived from /katab-tan/, it is observed that neither 
stem vowel is deleted. i Deletion cannot apply as there are no coronal vowels in the stem 
underlyingly, and Syncope cannot apply since a consonantal ending is added. rendering the 
stem final syllable closed and blocking the application of (16). Of interest here is that of the 
two stem vowels, the first is raised, and the second is not. 

It would be incorrect to assume that the stem initial vowel is always raised since it is 
deleted in those forms to which a vocalic ending bas been added, and in those same forms 
it is the second root vowel which is raised. Instead, the generalization is that the 
pharyngeal vowel is raised in an open syllable, when followed by another a. This explains 
why the first, but not the second a raises in /katab-tan/ --> lkitabtan] as well as why the 
final vowel in [kitabna] does not raise in spite of appearing in an open syllable. 

While the process of Coronal Spread is assimilatory, Raising (19) 1s a process of 
dissimilation. Here, the occurrence of two pharyngeal vowels triggers the raising of the 
first. This is accomplished by the delinking of the feature [pharyngeal] from the first vowel 
which is later filled in by default with the value [coronal]. This default rule is 
independently motivated below in §1.6. 
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19. Raising. 

/1 
a 

C V C V 

Root 

jSL 

C-Place 

Vocalic ( V-Plae,e 

[pharyngeal] [pharyngeal] 

The two processes also differ in sensitivity to syllable structure such that Coronal 
Spread raises a vowel in an open or closed syllable as the derivations in (20) demonstrate. 
In /sami'i/ -> [simiq the target vowel is in an open syllable and in /sami'i-ih/ -> [sim'iihl it 
appears in a close.d syllable, yet undergoes the rule. In the forms [kitabtay] and [kitabtan ], 
there appear two adjacent syllables heade.d by a, yet there is no dissimilation as the target 
vowel appears in a closed syllable. 

20. UR /sami'i-ih/ /katab-tan/ katab-at 
iDeletion sam'iih 
Syncope ktabat 

Coronal Spread sim'iih 
Raising kitabtan ktibat 

So while the two processes of Coronal Spread and Raising have the same effect of 
changing an a to an i, they are distinct in their implementation. This is clear from the 
environments in which they may apply since Coronal Spread is insensitive to the syllable 
structure of the target while Raising applies only to open syllables. The two also differ in 
that Coronal Spread (13) is assimilatory, spreading the Vocalic node of i to a vowel to its 
left. The formalization makes no mention of the quality of the target vowel. In Raising, 
which is a process of dissimilation, the occurrence of identical, adjacent Vocalic nodes is 
avoided by delinking the first if it appears in an open syllable. Raising requires the 
stipulation in the fom1alism, (19), that both target and trigger be (pharyngeal]. 
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1.6. Epenthesis and Default [coronal]. 
In the previous section, a default rule was assumed which fills in the value lcoronal] for 

a vowel with no V-Place specification. In this section, it will be shown that independent 
evidence exists for postulating such a default rule. This evidence comes from the Active 
Imperfective in which an epenthetic vowel breaks up unsyllabifiable clusters. The 
epenthetic vowel is coronal, a value assigned by the same default rule necessary for 
Raising. 

Forms for the Active Imperfective of 'to write' are listed in (21 ). This paradigm is 
formed by adding suffixes and prefixes to the root ktb. Note that while both the 3fs from 
[taktibin] and 2fs [taktbin] end in -in on the surface, only the latter contains the suffixal 
vowel in its underlying representation. It will be argued that the presence of i in the former 
is the result of epenthesis. 

21. 	 3ms /ya ktib/ --> yaktib 
3fs /ta-ktib/ --> taktib 
3fp /ya-ktib-n/ --> yaktibin 
2fp /ta-ktib-n/ --> taktibin 
2fs /ta-ktib-in/ --> taktbin 

In the 2fp form [taktibin] the presence of the stem vowel indicates that no deletion has 
applied, whereas the absence of a stem vowel in 2fs [taktbin] is due to the application of 
i Deletion. In order for i Deletion not to apply in the case of [taktibin], the stem vowel 
must not appear in a non-final open syllable. Since syllabification of the surface form is 
such that the stem vowel appears to meet the structural description of i Deletion: tak.ti.bin, 
an underlying representation in which the stem vowel is not in an open syllable must be 

assumed. The derivations in (22) make this point clear. 

22. 3fs 2fp 2fs 
ta-ktib ta-ktib-n ta-ktib-in 

i Deletion taktbin 
Syncope 

Stress taktib Laktibn taktbin 
Epenthesis taktibin 

In the derivation of [taktbinj, the stem vowel is deleted since the structural description 
of i Deletion is met. The different surface forms of the two verbs, [taktbinj and (taktibinj, 
results from the absence and presence of the suffixal i. This is predicted since the vocalic 
ending -in will make the stem syllable while the affixation of the consonantal ending -n 
allows the stem syllable to remain closed. This suggests that the second i in (takLibin]was 
inserted by epenthesis after I Deletion would have applied. 

Confirmation of this analysis is found in stress assignment for these forms. Stress is 
predictable in Rwaili, falling on the rightmost closed syllable. In this way, 'he wrote' will 
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have stress on its final syllable, jkiLabJ, and similarly in 'she wrote,' jkL1baLJ. The stess in 

the word [taklibin] appears to violate this generalization since the rightmost, closed syllable 

is unstressed with stress fa !ling on the second from last syllable. If we assume that stress 

is assigned after i Deletion and Syncope but before Epenthesis as in (22), then tile stress 

pattern offtaktibin] is accounted for. In this case, the i of the final syllable is not present 

when stress is assigned. and therefore le;1\ cs the ,tc.m vowel as the rightmost vowel and 

receives stress. 

The process of Epenthesis {23) is triggered by the presence of an unsyllabified elemem. 

In fonns like ktib n/, the fin:il n cannot be syllabified to the syllable tib since the coda 

-bn would violate a stipulation that the more sonorous n be nearer the nucleus than the 

obstruent b. Since thi, render, the n unsyllabified. an cpcmhetic vowel is inserted tn 

resolve the conflict. 

2). Epenthesis. 

(J 

c: (v)' c'1 ___ _,, 

The quality of the epenthetic vowel is determined by Default which ensures that the 

inserted vowel is i. '11ns rule. (2·ll, instanuates the value jcornnal] w a Vocalic node which 

lacks a specification for V-Place. An additional redundancy rule states that all coronal2 

vowels alsn be specified for !highl heneath the Apenme node. 

24. Default Coronal. 
V 

I 
C-Place 

r 
,UVoulic 

Y-Place 
' [corrnu!J 

In deriving a verb like [yaktihin] 'they (f) write' from /ya-ktib-n/, syllabification would 

license the syllables ya and ktib, hut would render the final n cxtrasyllahic. In this case. 

Epcnthcsis would prov1dt: a V-slot which would serve as a syllabic nucleus to which n 

2 Since the vowel /a/ surface-s with a ,wnnal sp,xctC1cation (c.f. §1.2), we must assume that this redundancy 
ruk applies before/a/-> [a,], or !hat it applies to vowels specified 011/y for coronal bcncalh V-Placc. 
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could syllabified yeilding /yakatib Vn/. The rule of Default Coronal would then fill in a 
value for the empty V-slot so that i will surface in [yaktibin]. 

1.7. Backing. 
The surface form [$um al] contains an u while neither thefafala nor fafila paradigms 

contain this vowel. It is incorrect to assume that the u exists in the underlying 
representations of forms like [$umal] since it can be predicted from neighboring 
consonants. 

25.a. wugaf 'he stopped' ~ubax 'he cooked' 
$Ubar 'he waited' 
~umal 'he was steadfast' wu~il 'he arrived' 

b. ruba~ 'he tied' wgufat 'she stopped' 
rubrat 'she was tied' ~rubat 'she hit' 

In each form in (25.a) the u surfaces adjacent to an emphatic or w. However, this is 
not true for the forms in (25.b) where another consonant intervenes between the emphatics 
and the target vowel, yet u surfaces anyway. 

Prochazka (1988:20) states that labials b,f, m, and the liquids/ and rare phonetically 
emphatic when a true emphatic, f, tJ, or$, or a velar consonant occurs in the same root. 
This predicts the pronunciation of [subar] to be [subar] when more narrowly transcribed. 
The forms [ruba~] and frubiat) indicate that these 'derived' emphatics may also trigger the 
occurrence of u since there are no 'true' emphatics adjacent to the target vowel. 

The structure of an emphatic consonant is such that it has both primary and secondary 
specifications. The primary specification is dominated by C-Place and is determined by the 
primary place of articulation. In this way, f is characterized by a primary specification of 
[coronal] beneath the C-Place node. The secondary specification for all emphatics is 
[dorsal] and [pharyngea!J beneath the V-Place node as seen in (26). 

In the universal geometry presented earlier in (8), emphatics are characterized as in 
(26). Both the emphatics and gutturals are characterized by the feature [pharyngeal) as 
discussed in §2.1 below. The emphatics differ from gutturals in that their specification of 
fpharyngeal] is dominated by V-Place while the gutturals are so specified under the C-Place 
node. The dorsal glide w is specified for a secondary dorsal. 
26. 
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w k 
Root 

Superlarygeal 

C-Pl,Kc: 

icor] jmr] 	 [c:br] 

Vocalic 

V-Place L 
ld,Jr] [phary; 

The emphatics are also specified for secondary dorsal. Velars are also specified for 
dor,al, but under the C-Place m,Je Since the emphatics and w act as a natural cL1ss in 

triggering the occurrence of u, they must share some structure. The structure they share is 
the specification of [dorsal] beneath V-Place. For this reason, this process, which we shall 

call Backing. must invulvc t.he feature dorsal under \'-Place. 
In addition to occurring on!:, near a consonant with a secondary dorsal specification. 

Backing affects only the vowel i. The data in (28) illustrate this as in each of thes,: forms. 

the u appears where i is expected as the product of Raising. Addi tonally. the fonn [wa~laL I 
from /wa~ilat/ indicates that where the underlying a remains, Backing does not apply. 

28. 	 1JR deletions Raising Backing 

~amal ~imal ~um al 'he was steadfast' 
l:,arabat l)rabar ~ribat l)rubat 'she hit' 
wazan wizan wuzan 'he weighed' 
raba~ nb4 rubat 'he tied' 

rabatat rbapt rbitat rbutat ·she tied' 

Tt is a coincidence that there d(x:s not exist a form in which Backing occurs which does 

not also contain a labial. This might lead to the conclusion that it is the featun: [labial] 
which is being spread to derive u. This cannot be correct as the data below demonstrate. 
I krt:, labials tx:rnr without the appearance of 11. 

27. 	 simi't 'he heard' * sumi)' 
sirih 'he drank' * surib 
srib 'it (ml w,1s drunk' ,. srnb 
libis 'he wore' * lubis 

Backing is formalized in (29) where a V-Place specification for (dorsal) is spread to a 

VO\\d, if specified fur !high! under the Apaturc n,xk. 'Ilic e,isting spc,ificati,ir1 for V-
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Place is lost when [dorsal] is spread. This delinking occurs automatically following the 
principle of structural preservation as no vowel in Rwaili can be both coronal and dorsal. 

29. Backing. 
C V 

Vocalic  

V-Place  JI -~ f 

[dorsal]-[coronal] ")Aperture 
[high] 

1.8. Summary. 
To this point, the processes of i Deletion, Syncope, Coronal Spread, Epenthesis, 

Default Coronal, Raising, and Backing have been described and motivated. Crucial 
ordering stipulations require i Deletion to apply before Syncope, and that i Deletion applies 
before Coronal Spread. It is also necessary that Raising apply before Backing. Some 
sample derivations are provided in (30). 

30. katab katabat 
he wrote she wrote 

i Deletion 
Syncope ktabat 

C-Sprcad 
Raising kitab ktibat 
Backing 

sarni'i' 
he heard 

sirni'i' 

sarni'i'at 
she heard 

sarn'i'at 

(5arab 
he hit 

(5irab 
Ourab 

!Sara bat 
she hit 

Orabat 

(5ribat 
(5rubat 

2. Exceptions to Raising. 
There are a large number of forms in which an a appears in a non-final open syllable. 

The forms included in the representative list in (31) would seem to be exceptions to 
Raising, but are in fact accountable by appealing to established phonological principles. 

31. Apparent Execptions to Raising. 
a. 	 g'i'adat 3fs 'sit' b. l)alab 3ms 'kill' 

ga'i'ad 3ms 'sit' gsalat 3fs 'catch' 
Obahat 3fs 'kill nxalat 3fs 'sift" 
fbaxat 3fs 'cook' nzalan 3fp 'get down' 
naxal 3ms 'sift' hfarat 3fs 'dig' 
gasal 3ms 'catch' !)arab 3ms 'hit' 
hadaf 3ms 'return' ~barat 3fs 'wait' 
l)azarn 3ms 'milk' wzanat 3fs 'weigh' 
hafar 3ms 'dig' 

These forms can be divided into two groups, one (31.a) in which a consonant adjacent 
to the target vowel is a guttural, like [naxal], and one (31.b) where the consonant between 
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the two vowels is a coronal sonorant like [nzalan]. The basis for this grouping will be 
shown to provide an account for the failure of these forms to undergo Raising. 

2.1. The Gutturals and the Feature [pharyngeal]. 
The first stem vowel in the forms in (31.a) is a where i is expected. In this group, each 

a which fails to undergo Raising is adjacent to a uvular consonant as in [naxal] 'he sifted' 
and [gasal] 'he caught,' a pharyngeal as in [g'i"adat] 'she sat' and [!Jamal] 'he carried,' or a 
laryngeal as in [hadaf] 'he returned in the evening.' When the target vowel is not adjacent 
to a guttural, the same verb will undergo Raising as the form [hdifat] 'she returned in the 
evening' indicates. 

McCarthy (1991) motivates the grouping of uvular, pharyngeal, and laryngeal 
consonants into a natural class, which he calls gutturals. He demonstrates that the 
segments x, g, h, f, 7, h, and a function as phonological class in Semitic languages as well 
as showing that they share some phonetic properties. The SPE system of distinctive 
features (Chomsky and Halle 1968) and many models of feature geometry such as the 
model proposed by Sagey (I 986) cannot characterize all and only these segments into a 
natural class. For this reason, McCarthy proposes the feature [pharyngeal] be used to 
denote the natural class of gutturals. 

Others have also recognized the need to group the gutturals into a natural class. 
Clements (1989) does so by specifying these segments with the feature [radical]. Clements 
includes this feature under both the C-Place and V-Place nodes so that the feature [radical] 
(i.e. pharyngeal) may characterize both consonants and vowels. In this approach, the 
vowel a would be included in the natural class of gutturals. 

Herzallah (1990) also provides X-Ray evidence which suggests that the gutturals and a 
share the place of articulation, rather than an articulator. She also argues against the feature 
[+low] for a since the tongue body is actually raised and backed in producing this vowel. 
Instead, she posits the feature [pharyngeal] to characterize both a and the guttural 
consonants in her account of Palestinian Arabic. 

Hume ( 1992) groups the gutturals and a into a natural class denoted by the feature 
[pharyngeal] in her account of Maltese Arabic. The guttural consonants act as a 
phonological class in the process of Guttural Assimilation where i becomes a in the vicinity 
of a guttural. In her account, this is accomplished by spreading the feature [pharyngeal] 
from the consonant to the vowel so that /lihi?/ becomes [!aha?] 'he reached' ( 1992:224-26). 

In R waili, the guttural consonants also act as a natural class in blocking Raising. This 
is accomplished by a language specific rule which fuses the feature [pharyngeal) between a 
guttural consonant and a neighboring a. The resulting structure contains a single 
occurrence of [pharyngeal] which is multiply linked to both the vowel and the consonant. 
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This structure becomes resistant to certain types of processes as predicted by the Linking 
Constraint. 

2.2. Inalterability and the Linking Constraint. 
Hayes (1986a and 1986b), as well as others (e.g. Schein and Steriade (1896)), 

recognize geminates as special structures. Generally, two segments which share some or 
all of their features are called geminates. These pairs of segments then behave differently 
than a single segment bearing the same features in that geminates resist several types of 
processes such as epenthesis. Hayes accounts for this by proposing the Linking Constraint 
by which a given phonological process is restricted in its application to apply only to 
structures which share the number of association lines specified in the rule. 

32. 	 The Linking Constraint. 
Association lines in structural descriptions are interpreted as exhaustive. (Hayes 
1986b:33 l) 

Hayes (1986b) provides an example of this phenomenon where the Linking Constraint 
blocks the application of v Weakening (33.a) in Persian. This process will change v to w 
when preceded by a vowel. The application of v Weakening, illustrated in (33.b), accounts 

for the consonant alternation in the derivation of /boriEv/ to [borow] 'go.' 

33. 

a. C5 	 b. 

~ 
V C vc V C 

I I 1~1 II 
lE V 	 lE wV ~ w I [ 1 

This rule does not apply to structures in which the target v is a geminate as in 
[marovviEt] 'generosity'. Here, a single specification for vis multiply linked to two C 
slots as in (34.a) Since the structural description of the rule (33.a) mentions only a single 
association line, v Weakening can not apply to this form (34.b) 

34. 
a. 	 C C b. V C C V C C 

IV I 	V +> IV 
V V w 

The Rwaili words like [ naxal] listed in (3 I .a) where an adjacent guttural blocks Raising 
are examples of the Linking Constraint restricting the application of a process to structures 
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identical to those mentioned in the rule. The rule of Raising (repeated in 35) shows the 
feature [pharyngeal] linked to a single vowel. The structure of the forms in (31.a) do not 
meet the structural description for Raising as will be explained below. 

35. Raising (cf.18). 

/1 
(J 

C V C V 

Root 

Vocalic 

V-Place 

[pharyngeal] [pharyngeal] 

2.3. Adjacent Gutturals and the Linking Constraint. 
The grammar of Rwaili contains a language specific process which creates a structure 

which would render the feature [pharyngeal] multiply linked and having the effect of 
blocking Raising as shown in (31). This process fuses the C-Place [pharyngeal! 
specification of a consonant to the same specification under V-Place in a vowel when the 
two are adjacent. This forms a partial geminate in a guttural -a sequence which resists the 
process of Raising in accordance with the Linking Constraint. 

This process of fusion takes a structure like that in (36.a) for the word [hadafl 'he 
returned' where a guttural consonant is adjacent to a, and fuses them so that the structure in 
(36.b) results. The partial geminate consisting of h and a resists the process of Raising so 
that the first a does not raise to i in spite of appearing in an open syllable before another 
pharyngeal vowel. 
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36. a. b. 
hadaf hadaf 

Root (j\
C-Placc -~ 

[pharyngeal] 
Vocalic 

V-Place ~ 
[pharyngeal] [pharyngeal] 

A similar account can be provided for all the forms in (31.a). It is unimportant whether 
the guttural appears to the right or left of the target vowel as the forms [g£adat] 'she sat' 
and [ga£adJ 'he sat' indicate. The forms [gasal) 'he caught,' [tbaxat] 'she cooked,' 
[l}afar] 'he dug,' and [hadaf} 'he returned' show that all the gutturals trigger CV Fusion. 
Finally, the forms in (38) demonstrate the the guttural must be adjacent to the target vowel 
for CV Fusion to take place. 

37. CV Fusion. 

C-Place __w-'\ 1  
Vocalic [phfil)'ag,o,tlJ \\j  
V-Place 

!pharyngeal] 
CV Fusion is formalized in (37). If a pharyngeal vowel is adjacent to a consonant 

specified for pharyngeal under C-Place, the specifications of [pharyngeal] fuse. The result 
is a structure in which the guttural consonant and a are both linked to a single specification 
of [pharyngeal]. 

38. a. CV Fusion Applies. b. Raising Applies. 
£azam 3ms 'invited' £zimat 3fs 
l}alab 3ms 'milked' blibat 3fs 
Obal}at 3fs 'killed' OibafJ 3ms 

It is also clear that in order to block Raising, Fusion must take place before a 
dissimilates to i. Where Fusion applies, Raising cannot. The 'exceptions' in (31.a) are 
actually structures which have been altered by CV Fusion so that they may not undergo 
Raising. So too may the forms in (31.b) be accounted for as obeying the Linking 
Constraint and therefore not raising the first vowel. 
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2.4. Vowel Raising in Kera. 
Kera, a Chadic language, also has two rules of raising as discussed by Ebert (1979) 

and Odden ( 1989). A comparison can be drawn between the two rules which change a to i 
in Rwaili to the raising rules in Kera. There is a height harmony rule in Kera which raises 
a non high vowel to a high vowel when followed by another high vowel as the forms in 
(39) illustrate. 
39. Height Harmony in Kera.  
hool-on --> hool-on 'warms me' seen-n --> seen-n 'my brother'  
hool-i --> huul-i 'warms you' seen-a --> seen-a 'her brother'  
hool-u --> huul-u 'warms him' seen-i --> siin-i 'your(!) broth.  
kass-n --> lcaas-ri 'my hand' korm-on --> !corm-on 'my son'  
kass-i --> kaas-i 'your (f) hand' korm-iyi --> kurm-iyi 'your (f) son'  
kass-u --> kaas-u 'his friend' kormuyu --> kurm-uyu 'his son'  

Odden (1989) accounts for this as the result of spreading [ +high J from the following 
high vowel. Note that in Eben's (as well as in Odden's) account, a is a high, back, 
unrounded vowel so that a will change to .i as a result of this harmony, but o will raise to 
u. It should be noted that this spreading will apply in a closed syllable as /korm-iyi/ 
changes to [kurmiyi]. It is also noteworthy that this process will also apply when a is 
preceded by a [+lowl3 consonant as seen in /hool-i/--> (huuli]. Odden formulates Height 
Harmony as in (40). 

40. 
<) Dorsal

----J 
[+high] 

In addition, Kera contains a rule of dissimilation in which a in an open syllable will 
raise cl when followed by another a provided that the first vowel is not preceded by the low 
consonants h or 7. This accounts for the alternations in (41) in which we see the 
application of Dissimilation and its nonapplication when prece.ded by a [ +low] consonant. 

41. 	 bal-an --> bal-an 'loves me' 
fal-am --> fal-am 'finds you' 
nar-am ··> nar-am 'your (m) aunt' 
ham-am * ham-am 'eats you' 

Odden formulates this rule as in (41) where the feature [+low] (which could be 
reanalyzed as [pharyngeal]) is delinked from a low vowel in an open syllable which is also 
followed by an a. This process does not apply to /ham-am/ since the vowel preceding the 

3 I would like to noie, as does Odden, thal the fcaLUre [pharyngeal], and not [+low J is a belier specification 
for the segments?, h, and a, but I use [+low! here to be consistanl with Eben's analysis. 
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target vowel is adjacent to another [+low] consonant. Odden attributes this to the multiple 
linking of [+low] to both the hand the a. 

41. 

vcr] 
I 
I Dorsal 

f 
I I*[+low) [+low] 

The two rules of raising in Kera have a similar distribution to their counterparts in 
Rwaili. The assimilatory rule of spreading is insensitive to multiple linking while the 
dissimilatory rule of delinking is prohibited by the Linking Constraint to apply to 
geminates. 

2.5.1. Intervening Coronal Sonorants 
The forms in (43 (repeated from 3 Lb)) do not necessarily contain gutturals, but do 

resist Raising. These examples have in common only a coronal sonorant which separates 
the two pharyngeal vowels. The account for these forms must make reference to a coronal 
sonorant in this position. 

43. l)alab 3ms 'kill' l)farat 3fs 'dig' 
gsalat 3fs 'catch' !)arab 3ms 'hit' 
nxalat 3fs 'sift' ~barat 3fs 'waif 
nzalan 3fp 'get down' wzanat 3fs 'weigh' 

The forms in (44.a) demonstrate that a coronal sonorant which precedes the vowel 
targeted by Raising will not block the process. From this, it can be concluded that the 
blocking effect does not involve multiple linking between the coronal sonorant and a. If 
this were the case, fusion would be expected to occur on either side of the vowel as it does 
for the adjacent pharyngeals. 

44.a. 	 !)rub at 'she hit b. nizal 'he got down' 
f)libat 'she milked' wuzan 'he weighed' 
rubar 'he tied' kitab 'he wrote' 
xrubat 'she became ruin' wu~af 'he described' 

gidar 	 'he was able' 

The forms in (44.b) show that intervening coronal obstruents do not block the process 
of Raising so that the analysis which explains the exceptional forms in (40) must refer only 
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to coronal sonorants. Forms like [~um al] 'he was steadfast' indicate that an intervening 
labial sonorant also allows Raising to apply. 

2.6. Coronal Transparency 
Paradis and Prunet (1989) propose that coronal consonants are special in that they lack 

a place node in their underlying representations which makes them 'transparent' to certain 
phonological processes. Paradis and Prunet (I 989) cite evidence from Guere which 
illustrates this special behavior of coronal consonants. Guere has a height constraint that 
prevents two non high vowels from appearing in the same stem. This correctly predicts 
that forms like *[beoj, *[keme], *[k:Sme], and *[kEbo] cannot occur in this language. 

While it is true that no bare stems exist with two non high vowels, suffixation may 
create forms which are in violation of the height constraint. For example, the stem /6!e/ 
meaning 'sing' has a single mid vowel, and is not in violation of the height constraint. If 

the object pronoun /<J/ is added, the resulting structure of /61e-J/ is in violation of the 
height constraint. Guere has a rule which corrects such illformed structures by raising the 
stem vowel so that the surface form of /61e-J/ is [61b ]. 

Paradis and Prunet also note that in forms in which two identical, adjacent vowels 
occur in a stem, they may be non high. Since these forms are not excluded by the height 
constraint, it can be assumed that the two vowels share a single specification for [-high]. 
In this way, words such as [SJJ] 'lose weight!' are permitted since there is only a single 
occurrence of the feature [-high]. 

But a there are forms in Guere which do seem to violate the height constraint as they 
contain two non high, non adjacent vowels. These include [becfe] 'to hang,' and [wJbl 
'wash!.' What makes these forms permissible in Gu ere is that the two non high vowels are 
separated only by a coronal consonant. Paradis and Prunet propose that all unmarked 
coronals will be unspecified for place in their underlying representation and later in the 
derivation, a redundancy rule will fill in the value coronal to the empty place node. 

In this way, /becfe/ has the underlying structure in (45.a). Paradis and Prunet argue 
that this structure is then altered to that in (45.b) in which there is a single specification of 
[-high] shared by both vowels. This is possible in words like [becfe] in which the 
intervening consonant is a coronal and lacks a place node. In a word like *[bJgJ] (45.c), 
the intervening consonant is specified as velar in its underlying representation, and 
therefore, the two vowels may not fuse their [-high] specification into one, and so are ruled 
out by the height constraint. 
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45. a. b. C. 

b e cf e b e cf e b :i g :i 

cvcv cvcv cvcv 
Root 

Place Jll D JI lhi][-hi] [-hi] [-fol 
!dorsal] 

The proposal of Paradis and Prunet accounts for the forms in (43) since coronal 
transparency allows the two a s in forms like [nzalan] to share their specification of 
[pharyngeal] over the intervening/. This is accomplished by a second rule of fusion which 
fuses vowels that are identical at the C-Place node. VY Fusion is formalized in (46) where 
pharyngeal vowels which have identical structures beneath their C-Place nodes fuse their 
specifications for [pharyngeal]. Since only coronal sonorants lack a place node, all other 
consonants will not meet the structural description for VY Fusion. Since only coronal 
sonorants will permit fusion, no other consonants will show the inalterability effects 
discussed above. 

46. VY Fusion. 
V V 

C-Place t 
Vocalic i
V-Place --~ 

4= 
[pharyngeal] [pharyngeal] 

The forms in (43) have a structure similar to that in (47) in which the coronal lacks a C-
Place node and [pharyngeal] is multiply linked to both vowels. This structure is 
impermeable to Raising as the Linking Constraint prevents the rule from applying to 
multiply linked sturctures. 
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47. 
nzalan 

vcvR(XJt 

SL i l ~ 
C-Place 
Vocalic r t 
V-Place t), 

Ipharyngeal] 

2.7. Multiple Linking and Coronal Spread. 
The phonology of Rwaili contains two rules which change underlying a to i: Coronal 

Spread and Raising. The rules differ in that Curonal Spread is a process of regressive 
assimilation in which a raises when followed by a coronal vowel. This is accomplished by 
spreading the speciflcat.ion of Icoronal! beneath V-Place leftward to another vowel and will 

apply in an open or closed syllable. Raising on the other hand is a process of dissimilation 
in which an a in an open syllable dissimilates to i when followed by another pharyngeal 
vowel. Thi, is accomplished by delinking the specification of a from the supralaryngeal 
node when the above conditions are met. and filling in the value of i by Default. 

It was shown that a large number of apparent exceptions exist to Raising which are 
accounted for by appealing to the Linking Convention which prevents the pro<.;ess from 
applying as it would require two association lines to delink where the rule specifies only 
one. Tn t11is way, the exceptional forms were shown to be exceptions which do not requin.: 

extra stipulations to be placed on the grammar, but rather fall out naturally from the 
behavior of geminates and the nature of the rule of Raising. 

The existence or fonm similar to /',arif/ · > [l'irifj suggests that neither adjacent 
gutturals nor intervening coronal sonorants will block the application of Coronal Spread. 
Some explanation is require.:! to account for t11e Linking Constraint affecting the application 
of Raising but not of Coronal Spread. An examination of the two rules makes clear that 
while Raising is subject to the Linking Constraint, Coronal Spread is not within the domain 
in which inalterabilty effects Jre prcdictw to exist. 
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48. a.Raising b.Coronal Spread 

/1 
O" 

C V C V V V 

Root 

SL l lC-Plaee 

( 
i 

Vocalic 

V-Place 

[pharyngealJ [ pharyngeal l [coronal I 
[high] 

The process of Raising, (repeated in 44.a) involves delinking an association line to 

affect the change of a to i as the value of coronal is filled in by default. Since the structural 
change of the rule involves the delinking of an association line, it is predicted that the 
linking constraint be in effect and prevent the application of this process on geminates. 

Coronal Spread (repeated in 44.b) spreads the value the vowel on the right leftwards. 
The delinking of the existing specification comes from a structuml preservation stipulation 
that prohibits the specification of [pharyngeal] for a vowel that is also specified as [high] 
under Aperture. Since Coronal Spread is a rule of spreading and does not delink an 
association line, the Linking Constraint is not predicted to affect the application of this 
process. The Linking Constraint, then, provides an elegant account for both the existence 
of 'exceptions' to Raising and for the absence of such forms for Coronal Spread4. 

2.8. Long Distance Geminates. 
Hayes (1986b) includes many examples from a variety of languages which show the 

effects of the Linking Constraint, but all involve geminates which are adjacent on the timing 
tier. In a footnote, Hayes (l 986b:328) states that long-distance geminates which show 
inalterability effects can exist, but cites no examples. 

4 lt is also true that the Linking Cons1raint would not play a role in the application of Coronal Spread if 
CV Fusion is ordered afLCr Coronal Spread but before Raising. No other part of the analysis depends upon 
this ordering, nor is there any evidence suggesling thal CV Fusion applies before Coronal Spread. 
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The analysis provided here of the fonns in (43) makes crucial reference to the number 
of association lines attached to a pharyngeal vowel a. This makes the fonns in which the 
two occurrences of a are separated by a coronal sonorant an example of long distance 
geminates. The multiple linking which blocks Raising exists between two segments which 
are not adjacent on the timing tier but has the same effect as multiple linking among adjacent 
segments as is the case with the adjacent gutturals discussed in §2.4. 

3. Obstruents and Coronal Transparency Reevaluated. 
In addition to providing an example of a long distance geminate, the 'placeless coronal' 

account for the [nzalan] type exceptions to Raising also challenges certain aspects of 
Paradis and Prunet's (1989) proposal for coronal transparency. Paradis and Prunet 
propose that all unmarked coronals will show transparency effects which include 
obstruents as well as sonorants. It will be argued here that the general principle of coronal 
transparency is limited to sonorants. 

To illustrate their proposal for coronal transparency, Paradis and Pruent provide 
evidence from Fula, Guere, and Mau in which coronals exhibit transparency effects. Yet 
Paradis and Prunet note in their analyses of Guere and Mau that only the sonorants show 
transparency in these languages (1989:340, I 990; 1989:341 ). Coronal obstruents are only 
considered in the analysis of Fula, and it will be shown that this analysis does not 
adequately demonstrate that obstruents should be included in the special class. 

There are three processes which are said to exhibit transparency in Paradis and Prunet's 
analysis of Fula: vowel spreading in verbal inflection, vowel spreading in nominal 
markers, and spreading of epenthetic vowels. In the case of vowel spreading in nominal 
markers, the spreading takes place only over r for morphological reasons, and therefore 
does not demonstrate that obstruents are transparent. Spreading of epenthetic vowels is 
also limited to the implosive [cfl since only a single fonn is provided in which the spreading 
may take place (1989:335). In this fonn [outticfitl 'become fat again' an epenthetic vowel is 
inserted to break up the consonant cluster /tteft/ so that underlying /6uucft/ becomes /outticft/. 

A second epenthesis is required to break up the /eft/ cluster so that /ouuicft/ becomes 
/fiuttid'it/. In this second epenthesis, an empty V slot is said to be inserted to which the 
quality of the first epenthetic vowel is spread to the second. It is not clear how the first 
epenthesis obtains its value when the second must receive its quality from the first. 
Moreover, the single fonn provided by Paradis and Prunet may surface as the alternate 
fonn [6utticftu J (I 989:335). In the latter form, which Paradis and Prune! note is less 
prefered than the former, the second epenthetic vowel receives a different quality than the 
first without appealing to spreading in spite of the intervening consonant's transparency as 
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coronals. Even ifwe accept the spreading analysis, it fails 10 provide evidence of obstruent 
transparency since Paradis and Pnrnct consider implo,iws. such as [cfl, to he sonnrants. 5 

Tht: strongest argument for the transparency of coronal obstruents is in the analysis of 
vowel spreading in verbal inflcl'tion. Paradis and Prunct argue that in tlic suffixes listed in 
(cl.9) the identity of the vowels on both sides oft in suffixes like otoo is due to spreading 
of one vowel quality to empty V slots to its right. This is possible if t lacks a place node 
and is therefore tr:rnspan,nt. The Passive 4 suffix -etce is said to he derived from the 
underlying form /-etVV/ with the quality of the first vowel spread to the remaining two. 
The idl'ntity of the two vowels i11 the suf!Jx (lnU1a is attributed to coincidcnn: ( I 99!Ll24). 

49. Verhal Suffixes in Fula. 
Active !v1iddle Passive 

Perfe...:t 
I a 
2 l ii aa 
3 ii iirna arnaa 
Impe1foct 
1 0 e 
2 ,l 00 l\; 

3 at OlO ete 
4 ata otoo etec 

Since no other consonants occur in this context, it is impossible to test v. hether only 
coronals are tnnsparent to this spreading (198():3291. It seem, unlikely that an:- ccm,llnanl 
would fail to be transparent to such a spreading since the empty V-slots to the right of the 
lUnsonant rnu,t nbt,1in fcaturi:s. For ,,ample, if cme were to assumi: t.hat a suffix had the 

underlying form /ekVV/ and that only coronals 'l'ere transparent to this process, there 

would be no way to assign the final vowels of this suffix any value since k would block tlie 
necessary spreading. Thrreforc, it would seem nrces,ary that all consonants he transparent 

to this particular spreading process, which then fails to provide evidence that ohstruents are 
transp;irenr.(· 

There does not appear to be any evidence for the transparency of coronal obstrnents, 
while the tran,parency of sonorants ha, been (kmonstratcd 111 Gune am.I \.1au tParadi:-, ,111d 
Prunet 1989) as well as in the present analysis of Rwaili Arabic. Rwaili docs provide a 
counter example for the transparency of coronal obstruents since they do not allow the 
,ame long-distance linking that the sonnrants r, l, and n do. For this reason, th,: claim that 

coronals are universally unspecified, and ultimately transparent, must be modified so that 
only SPnorants an; inL·ludctl in the special claso, of segments. 

'The S-(l!lority of [ol is based in part on an alternation between lcfl aud [IJ.  
6 If only coronal, were transparent, then the hypothctizal suffix /ckV\"/ conld only ohu,in a specificati,m  
for the final vowels from a default rule which Sl:em, til he othcrwiS(' 11nn10tiv0tcd in Fula.  
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4. Root Cooccurrence Restrictions and Coronal Transparency. 
It is widely accepted that among Semitic roots, there is a tendency to avoid 

combinations of segments of the same place of articulation. Greenberg (1950) analyzed 
3775 trilateral verbal roots from Classical Arabic charting the occurrence of each consonant 
with every other consonant. His conclusions are summarized in (50). 

50. 	 L In the first two positions, not only identical, but homorganic consonants 
are excluded. 

2. 	Homorganic consonants are likewise excluded from positions two and 
three, though not quite as rigorously as the first two positions. 

3. In positions one and three, there is a marked, but less rigorous exclusion 
of homorganic, including identical consonants, than in the other 
combinations of positions. (Geen berg 1950: 162) 

Greenberg's first conclusion is not as absolute as it is stated in (50.1) since it predicts 
that combinations such as r n _ never occur since they are homorganic, yet there are five 
roots which begin with this sequence in his survey (1950:164). The statements in (50.1-3) 
are best considered tendencies rather than precise statements of occurrence exclusion. 
Greenberg himself weakens each claim by stating that the restriction for II and III positions 
is 'less rigorous' than that of I and II while the restriction for I and III is less rigorous than 
for the other two permutations. Consequently, it is difficult to state precisely what the 
cooccurrence restriction predicts beyond a tendency to avoid similar segments in a root. 
McCarthy (1991: 14) makes the following statement regarding the cooccurrence restriction, 
'The basic observation is that the consonants within a root are not homorganic with one 
another (within certain manner classes).' 

An active, absolute exclusion on the cooccurrence of similar consonants in a root would 
pose a problem for the analysis of Rwaili presented here since a morphological restriction 
sensitive to consonant quality in the underlying representation is incompatible with 
underspecification. Since the present analysis depends upon the underspecification of place 
underlyingly for coronal sonorants, some account must be provided to reconcile the 
predictions of the root cooccurrence restriction and the underspecification of coronal 
sonorants. 

Any alternative presented here must be evaluated on the basis of its ability to account 
for the same phenomena as the cooccurrence restriction. However, since this restriction 
has never been formalized so that it holds for the facts for which it is said to account, such 
an evaluation is impossible. 

One alternative is to state the cooccurrence restriction so that for any trilateral root, only 
one member may lack a place node in its underlying representation. This would ensure that 
all roots must have at least two place nodes. In this way, a limit is placed upon the number 
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of coronal sonorants which may occur in a root since they arc the only underspecified 
consonants in Rwaili. Since Greenberg groups r, n, and l into a single place of 
articulation, the same predictions can be made by both accounts. The weakness in this 
account is that the absence of a feature is given a value, which is undesirable. This is 
similar to the criticism directed to underspecification theory which allows a ternary contrast 
among[+], [-1, and[¢] for a given feature (see Mohanan 1991). 

A second alternative is to state the cooccurrence restriction so that two sonorants may 
not cooccur in a root. This would prevent r, n, and I from cooccurring since they are all 
sonorants. This account is problematic since m is also a sonorant, yet is classified as a 
labial. Greenberg cites 38 roots which begin with mr_, ml_ , or mn_ . This account is 
unworkable since m violates the cooccurrence predictions made by restricting sonorants. 

51. Cooccurrence of Coronal Sonorams. 
r 29/288 12.7% r 26/335 7.76% 
n 43/283 15.1% n 26/188 13.8% 

10/160 	 6.25% 32/249 12.8% 
total 166/1443 11.5% 

Where I and III are coronal sonorants. 
A third alternative is to make coronal sonorants exceptions to the cooccurrence 

restriction so that they are equally likely to occur in a root containing another coronal 
sonorant as a root without r, n, and l. Greenberg records that of 1443 roots containing 
coronal sonorants, 166 are roots containing two occurrences of r, n, or I. These 166 roots 
comprise 11.5% of all the roots containing coronal sonorants as shown in (51 ). The 
segments r, n, and I represent 10.7% (3 of 28) of the consonantal inventory included in 
Greenberg's survey. Thus one would expect cooccurrence in approximately 10.7% of the 
roots containing one coronal sonorant which is slightly less than the proportion which 
actually exists. Thus, there is some evidence that the cooccurrence restriction does not 
apply for r, n, and /. This is more evident in comparison to the class of labials b,f, and m 
which one would expect to occur in the same proportion as coronal sonorants since each 
group contains three members. 

52. Cooccurrence of Labials. 
b 6/152 3.9% b l/240 0.04% 
f 12/181 6.6% f 1/185 0.05% 
m 0/171 0.0% m 16/243 6.5% 

total 36/1172 0.02% 
Where I and III are labials. 
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The labials, in contrast to the coronal sonorants, occur far less frequently than 10.7% 
as would be expected from a set of three consonants. The bilabial nasal, for example, 
never occurs root-initial in a root containing another labial. The fricative f occurs most 
often in roots with other labials, but fewer than 7% of the roots which begin with f contain 
another labial in position III. Since labials cooccur far less frequently than expected while 
coronal sonorants occur as frequently as expected, the proposal that r, n, and l are not 
subject to the cooccurrence restriction is plausible. 

The coronal obstruents also occur far less frequently than do coronal sonordnts. While 
the obstruents s, z, $, t, d, t, 0, 6, Q, (j, scomprise 39.3 % (11 of 28) of the segments in 
Greenberg's survey, only 20% (203 of 1012) of roots that have a coronal obstruent initially 
will have another coronal obstruent in the second or third consonant position. In addition, 
50% of roots which begin with t or d also have a coronal sonorant in the root. This 
suggests that coronal sonorants are different from coronal obstruents both in the way they 
pattern among themselves and the way pattern with each other. Among themselves, a root 
containing one coronal sonorant is as likely to have another coronal sonorant in the same 
root as any other consonant. Coronal obstruents, however, show a stronger tendency not 
to cooccur in the same root. The two groups show no tendency to avoid the other in roots 

so that a root containing a coronal obstruent is not restricted from containing a coronal 
sonorant in the same root. 

It could be argued that coccurrence restrictions do not play an active role in synchronic 
Arabic phonology, but the tendency for similar segments to avoid cooccurrence is the result 
of a historic restriction. In this view, it is an anomaly of morphology that there is the 
systematic gap in consonantal distribution and the phonology is independent of this 
constraint. If the cooccurrence plays no part in the phonology of Rwaili, then the 
underspecification of coronal sonorants is no longer incompatible with the restriction. 
Support for this view lies in loan words which Greenberg documents such as [ saga:b J 
'rue' which do not adhere to the restriction since as coronal fricatives, sand 4 should not 
occur in the same root. The weakness of this view is that it provides no synchronic 
explanation for the limited distributions of certain consonants as is found for the labials in 
(52). 

It is suggested here that the third alternative, that coronal sonorants are special in that 
they are not subject to the cooccurrence resuictions to which the remaining consonants 
must adhere in varying degrees, is most plausible. This is supported by the data in (51), 
but cannot be confirmed nor denied until a precise statement of the coccurrence restriction is 
formulated. Until such a formalization is posited, it will be suggested that coronal 

sonorants are outside the domain of the cooccurrence restriction . 
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5. Conclusion. 
The phonology of Rwaili has two rules which change underlying a to i, Raising and 

Coronal Spread. While the assimilatory rule of Coronal Spread appears to be 
exceptionless, Raising has a large number of exceptions. Within that group of forms 
which do not undergo Raising there are two types of verbs, those like [ga\'ad] 'he sat' and 
[g1adat] 'she sat' in which the target vowel is adjacent to a guttural, and those like (nzalat] 
'she got down' in which the target vowel is followed by a coronal sonorant and another a. 

Previous accounts of this phenomenon in similar dialects have accounted for these 
exceptions by allowing Raising to apply universally, but correcting the problematic forms 
with an additional rule of Lowering which lowers i to a in the environments described 
above; when the target i is preceded or followed by a guttural and a appears in the 
following syllable as well as when followed by a coronal sonorant and a. Al-Mozainy 
(1981) formulates this rule as in (53) in his account of a Bedouin dialect of Jordan. But 
this sort of account is undesirable for a number of reasons. Foremost among these is that 
this account fails to provide any relationship between the process and its structural 
description. The formulation in (53) does not reveal that the vowel following the target 
triggers dissimilation. In (53), the following vowel is as likely to be i as a. 

53. 

Al-Mozainy's account provides no explanation as to why Lowering should apply to 
//gi1ad// (the product of applying Raising to /ga1ad/), but does not apply in !lirifJ. This 
disparity falls out naturally from the account proposed here. Raising, which delinks an 
association line, is subject to the Linking Constraint and fails to apply to geminates, 
whether involving a guttural and a, or two pharyngeal vowels multiply-linked over a 
coronal sonorant. 

While the rule in (53) offers some explanation of why lowering should apply adjacent 
to a guttural, it provides no account of why Lowering should apply to a vowel followed by 
a coronal sonorant. An adjacent guttural could explain the effects of Lowering as a process 
of assimilation just as it triggers a similar process in Maltese discussed in Hume (I 992). 

There is nothing about the structure of a coronal sonorant which would trigger Lowering. 
In the account provided here, the structure of a coronal sonorant permits VV Fusion which 
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in turn creates a long distance geminate that resists Raising based upon the Linking 
Conscraint. 

The account provided here of the forms that do not undergo Raising is superior to 

traditional accounts like that in (53) since it relates the structure of forms like [ga1ad] and 
[ nzalat] to their failure to raise. The adjacent guttural and a form a partial gerninate and the 
two pharyngeal vowels form a complete gerninate over the intervening coronal sonorant, 
both of which show inalterability effects. Since Raising is a process which delinks the 
feature [pharyngeal I, it is expected to fall within the domain of the Linking Constraint while 
Coronal Spread does not. 

This account provides another example of a process in which the uvular, pharyngeal, 
and laryngeal consonants act as a natural class of gutturals as they alone fuse with a to 
block Raising. This blocking of Raising also provides another example of inalterability 
governed by the Linking Constraint. The account of forms like [nzalat] provide an 
example of a long distance gerninate which hitherto was only a theoretical possibility. The 
part of the analysis that involves long distance geminates is consistant with the proposal of 
coronal transparency provided by Paradis and Prunet (1989) insofar as only coronal 
sonorants exhibit the transprency effects: the analysis of Raising shows that only sonorants 
have special status in Rwaili. 
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